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St. Clair County CMHA

Outstanding Employee, October 2020

Congratulations to:
Rachael Chapman

Throughout her tenure at CMH, Rachael Chapman has enthusiastically gone above and beyond
expectations when faced with assisting people she serves in unusual and challenging circumstances.
Examples include doing a great deal of extra work to assist a person who was incorrectly declared
dead, which resulted in a loss of income and health insurance. During this time she also ensured the
person continued to receive vital medications that had been covered by her now cancelled insurance
and which she couldn’t afford out of pocket. In another instance, Rachael filed a complaint at the
state level on behalf of an individual who was being denied parenting time based on a mental health
diagnosis. Most recently, about six months ago a person with whom Rachael works received a bill
for over $40,000 from the state of Michigan. This was the result of the individual being in an
institutional setting several years ago. As he was forced to make monthly payments, this created a
significant financial hardship. Rachael advocated for him at the state level, the result that he was
recently notified that not only was the debt being erased but that he would be refunded the amount
he had already paid to the state.

For her commitment to and advocacy for the individuals she serves, Rachael Chapman has been
named St. Clair Count Community Mental Health’s October Employee of the Month.
Wonderful Job!

Front left to right: Melissa Nicholson, Linda Butler, Steve Schwabauer,
Ashley Witte, Cortney Paddock, Pat Parise
Not pictured: Danielle Tuffin

St. Clair County CMHA
Outstanding Team, October 2020
Congratulations to:
OBRA & O.T.’s
Our OBRA staff help people receiving services who live in nursing homes live productive lives as they pursue their
recovery goals. Our occupational therapists work with individuals we serve who are injured, ill, or disabled to help
them develop, recover, improve, and maintain the skills they need for daily living and working. Both are challenging
and require dedication and perseverance on the part of CMH staff.
This has never as true as during the COVID-19 pandemic. While all direct care CMH staff has had to navigate changes
in how to provide services to individuals they serve, the OBRA and Occupational Therapist teams faced unique
challenges as they had to work through much of the pandemic with little to no access to nursing home or patients.
However, throughout this time they were extremely creative in devising methods to get their work done. Among other
solutions, the OBRA team used were “window visits,” persistent phone contacts, even when the individual attempted
to disengage, and letters to nursing homes relating potential triggers. In September, when additional restriction were
put in place that prevented them from entering any facility without a weekly COVID test, these staff immediately
determined the logistics and accepted the necessity of often unpleasant weekly COVID tests and documentation.
Our Occupational Therapists were also restricted from seeing many of their people and not allowed into programs and
even into homes. Despite these challenges they were able to get several people equipment they needed, to provide
training on porches and in driveways, to deliver numerous items to individuals in need, and to get people with lifts and
other devices assistant in getting replacement or repairs. Individuals in the Life Skills program who could benefit from
MOVE were identified and MOVE applicants at Community Enterprises were monitored, with staff trained as
necessary.

For dedication, perseverance, and creativity in continuing to provide critical services during the pandemic, Linda,
Cortney, Melissa, Pat, Steve, Danielle and Ashley have been named St. Clair County Community Mental Health’s
October Team of the Month.
Great Job Team!

St. Clair County CMHA

Outstanding Employee, November 2020

Congratulations to:
Steve Schwabauer

As an Occupational Therapist, Steve routinely helps individuals develop, recover, improve, and
maintain the skills they need for daily living. This is both a challenging and rewarding endeavor.
This has been even truer during the pandemic, where, working remotely, Steve has found ways to
ensure that people’s needs continued to be met. An example of Steve’s dedication and innovative
approach is related in a recently received letter from Stonybrook Group Home.
The letter praises Steve for continuing throughout the pandemic to forge and strengthen
relationships with staff that benefit the individuals Steve works with by providing greater depth of
knowledge of their needs, for always responding promptly to communications from staff and
individuals he serves, and for ensuring everyone had the equipment they needed and that it was kept
in good repair. Several specific examples highlighted Steve’s eagerness to always go the extra mile,
including his locating and personally delivering a floor lift on the same day Stonybrook’s ceiling
lift failed. Another example is his scheduling an appointment for an individual with Wright and
Filippis, a provider of prosthetics, orthotics and accessibility solutions, at Stonybrook instead of
their offices, a first for the group home.
For his commitment to deliver this same high level of care to everyone he serves and for his
innovative and energetic response to the challenges posed by COVID-19, Steve Schwabauer has
been named SCCCMH’s November Employee of the Month.
.

Awesome Job!

Left to Right: J ames Talbot, Ryan Gladfelter , Br ian Smith, Tina Bambusch, Ellen Dr owns,
Donna Thomas- Poppe (front), Brian Landon and Ben Swinson
Not Pictured: Kar en Recker , Micaela Champine, Gina Bass-Maddox, Carlos Castillo, Tony
Castillo, Marty Cook, Marissa Dunlap, Damion Powell, Mason Smith, and Diane Welsh

St. Clair County CMHA
Outstanding Team, November 2020
Congratulations to:
CIS & Clinical Staff
Community Integration Services (CIS) promotes greater choice, meaningful activities, increased
self-sufficiency and community participation to individuals who exhibit the most serious of
challenging behavior and experience the greatest impairment in functioning, by providing life skill
development, sensory integration and socialization opportunities within individualized treatment
plans. Obviously, COVID-19 restrictions created enormous challenges in continuing to provide
these critical services. Thankfully, this flexible and creative team, while respecting each
individual’s unique needs, came together to get as many individuals as possible to return to the CIS
program. Staff were integrated into group homes, adapted favorite activities to meet COVID-19
requirements, and worked to prep individuals who weren’t quite ready to return with ideas to
maximize the positive chances of a safe transition back. Throughout, this team never lost their
positivity or forgot their mission to improve the lives for the people we serve.
In recognition of their creativity, innovation and teamwork that allowed support, community
inclusion and meaningful activities to continue for one of the populations we serve with the
greatest needs, Donna, Ellen, Ryan, Karen, Micaela, Brian, Tina, Gina, Carlos, Tony, Marty,
Marissa, Damion, Brian, Mason, Ben, James and Diane have been named SCCCMH’s November
Team of the Month.

Super Job Team!

